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Do You  
Know Your  
M365 Secure  
Score?

NFF CO-MANAGED MICROSOFT 365 
LOCKDOWN SERVICE

A Full Lifecycle Cybersecurity Service for Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 is woven into the fabric of many businesses, as well as institutions across government and 
education. Securing Microsoft 365 environments is critical in an increasingly adversarial cyber landscape. 
To meet the threat, organizations need a full lifecycle cybersecurity solution — spanning prevention, 
detection and recovery — for the entire Microsoft 365 environment that’s supported by an expert partner 
with the skills and experience to ensure success.

NFF is your co-managed cybersecurity services provider to optimize security while maximizing value.

The NFF Difference: Delivering Experience, Expertise
Your M365 environment is complex, with frequent 
configuration changes required to maintain a high level 
of security.  When security teams lack the time, staff or 
skillsets needed to properly secure your environment, 
NFF delivers the expertise and experience to ensure 
your success. 

NFF delivers comprehensive security support across 
your complete M365 environment.

MSP Verify™ is a comprehensive 
certification specifically tailored for  
managed service providers. This 
accreditation is designed to go 
beyond mere validation, offering 
a robust framework that provides 
assurance, generates trust, and 
communicates transparency to consumers of managed 
IT services. NFF is now ranked in the top 3% of MSPs 
worldwide by achieving Cyber Verify Level 2.

https://www.nffinc.com/
https://www.nffinc.com/
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CONTACT US AT SALES@NFFINC.COM 
ABOUT NETWORKING FOR FUTURE INC.
Since 1996, NFF has delivered IT engineering,  professional services, co-managed services, hardware and software sales and staffing solutions with an emphasis on 
networks, cyber security, cloud, and smart technologies. NFF is a Washington, DC-based company with ISO 9001:2015 and MSP Alliance Cyber Verify Program Level-2 
certifications. NFF holds GSA Schedule 47QTCA21D0047 and many other government and education contract vehicles.

Some  
Of Our  
Security  
Partners

A Co-Managed Approach to Securing M365
NFF’s Co-Managed Service is a partnership between NFF certified technical experts, NFF strategic partners,  
our 24 x 7 Network Operation Center & Helpdesk, and YOUR IT team.

The NFF Co-Managed Microsoft Lockdown Service ensures full and continuous cybersecurity across the  
Microsoft 365 ecosystem.

The Microsoft Secure Score is a measurement of an organization’s security posture that 
delivers recommendations to help protect the organization from threats. Microsoft 
provides the score, but it takes analysis and expertise to implement the 75+ recommended 
configuration settings for optimal effect. With NFF, our experts handle the impact analysis and 
configuration of M365 and implement CISA recommendations to further enhance security.

Prevention:

We install and integrate an AI-powered system to monitor for anomalies. The system can 
be programed to immediately respond using automated actions to anomalies and potential 
warning signals. Examples of anomalies include:

• The system detects too many files being changed or deleted in too short a time. 

• A user successfully logs in from an unexpected country. 

Detection:

Microsoft does not provide a backup of your M365 data, and its liability is limited to the 
service availability — not for the loss of your data. This creates a serious vulnerability risk 
because most compliance standards (e.g., HIPPA, PCI, CMMC, ISO, GDPR) and most cyber 
insurance policies require all data to be backed up. NFF delivers highly secure and reliable 
backups, utilizing encryption, replication, immutability and other safeguards. 

Recovery:
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